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Tips on using this guide 

 

I just want to say how happy I am that you found this seed planting guide. Please feel free to print one
off  for your own personal use. I have one laminated in my germination room to help me out. 
I hope you find them helpful in your garden growing adventures!

Here are  some tips and guidance to help you read the table correctly:
There are 5 columns along the top
Flower/Vegetable/Herb 
This is the seed of the plant being referred to.
Seed sowing
This is instructions on when to sow the that particular seed.
BLF= Before last frost
ALF= After last frost
BFF= Before first frost
 Your last frost date and first frost date will depend on the growing zone you live in. So find out your
growing zone and determine what your average last frost date and first frost date is in your area. You
can easily do a google search on your growing zone if you do not know what it is already.
Plant Depth and Spacing
Sow the seed the determined depth. If it says 1/8" deep, that is basically sowing on the surface of the
soil and press firmly down. In this situation the seed usually requires some light to germinate so don't
cover the seed too much with soil. 
Spacing is how far apart you would space the plant once transplanted or how far apart to thin the
seedlings if direct seeded in the garden.
Height is how tall the plant will grow. This is included in the flowers charts especially so you can plan
where to grow it in relation to other flowers. Especially if it is being planted in a landscaped yard. 
Germination Time 
How long it usually takes for that seed to germinate, along with tips on what conditions the seed prefers
for successful germination. If light is mentioned I suggest to put the seed on a heat matt with light
overhead. If there is no mention of light then there is no need to put the seeds directly under light to
germinate. The indirect light is enough. 
Special Notes
I included whether the plant will need support netting to keep the stems supported from wind and rain,
once the plants are in the garden.  I also specified if the plant is hardy. If so, hardy annuals can be
transplanted out about 2-4 weeks before your last frost but I would also suggest to have protective frost
blankets on hand if the whether dips below freezing temperatures.  Hardy annuals loves cool whether
and can take light frosts. it is also a good idea to grow these hardy annuals in a room that isn't too hot
like you would tomatoes. 10-18 degrees celcius is usually ideal. 
Take care and happy growing!

     Jamie
                                                                                                   



flower seed sowing
Plant depth
and spacing

Germination time Special notes

Ammi
sow indoors 6-8 weeks BLF
and/or  direct sow after
last frost. successive sow
every 2 weeks

Sow 1/8" deep
space 12" apart

height 36-48" tall

5-10 days
heat matt day and

off at night
support netting

Amaranthus
sow indoors 4-6 weeks
BLF and/or direct sow
after last frost

sow 1/8" deep
space 8"apart

height 3-4ft tall

5-10 days
heat matt

plant close together
so flower head stays
small for bouquets

pinch at 6"

Bachelor
Button

sow indoors 4-6 weeks
blf or sow outdoors 

sow 1/4" deep
space 6-9" apart
height 36-40"

7-14 days hardy annual

Black Eyed
Susan

sow indoors 8-10
weeks blf

sow 1/8" deep
space 12" apart
height 24-28" 

5-10 days
heat matt and light hardy annual

Basil sow indoors 2-4 weeks
blf

sow 1/4" deep
space 9"apart
height 18-24"

5-10 days
heat matt

pinch at 8-12"
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Flower seed sowing
plant depth
and spacing

germination
time special notes

Cosmos
successive sow 8 weeks
blf and again 6 weeks

blf

sow 1/4" deep
space 12" apart
height 36-42"

5-10 days
heat matt

cut and come again 
pinch at 12"

Marigold sow indoors 6-8 weeks
blf

sow 1/4" deep
space 9" apart

height 36" tall

5-7 days
heat matt

pinch at 6-8"

Nigella sow outdoors in early
spring

sow 1/8" deep
space 6" apart

height 30" tall
7-14 days

use flower or wait for
seed pod to use fresh

or dried

Pincushions sow indoors 4-6 weeks
blf

sow 1/4" deep
space 9" apart
height 36-40"

7-15 days
heat matt

support netting

Snapdragon sow indoors 10-12
weeks blf

sow 1/8" deep
space 9" apart

height 24"

7-15 days
light no heat

hardy annual 
move to cooler temp
10-13 C once at 3 true

leaves
cool flower

pinch at 5 set true
leave back to 3

Strawflower
sow indoors 8 weeks
blf and again at 6

weeks 

sow 1/8" deep
space 9" apart
height 36-42"

7-14 days
 light only

hardy annual

Zinnia sow indoors 4-6 weeks
blf

sow 1/4" deep
space 9" apart
height 24-36" 

5-10 days
heat matt

pinch at 8-12"
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For a complete growing guide which includes growing
information for over 60 flowers, 25 veggies and 20 herbs

along with a sowing schedule cheat sheet AND a plant
profile page to print go to our digital download shop and

get the Complete Planting Guide


